We present an algorithm analogous to the sieve of Eratosthenes that produces the list of twin primes.
A famous unproved problem in number theory is the twin prime conjecture, which says that the number of twin primes, that is, primes that differ from each other by 2, is infinite. A stronger form, still not completely proved, due to Hardy and Wright (See [HW] , p. 372.) gives an asymptotic formula for the number of twin primes under a real number x as x → ∞.
In this paper we present a new approach to the problem by proposing a new kind of sieve, which produces the twin primes, and we use it to count their number under x with two different heuristic arguments. The first method is essentially the same as the one in [HW] . However, the second method is novel. It is based on Dirichlet's theorem on primes in arithmetic progressions (see e.g. [A] , p. 146), and results in the same asymptotic formula as the one given in [HW] , but it uses a simpler correction factor than theirs. Though we have no theory for the accuracy of our estimates, we compute them, both without and with the correction factor, and they turn out to be close to the actual counts up to 8009 2 .
Lemma 1 All twin primes greater than 3 are of the form 6n + 1 and 6n − 1 for the same n ∈ N.
Proof. Clearly, the numbers greater than 3 congruent to 0,2,3, and 4 mod 6 are composite, and so all primes greater than 3 must be of the form 6n±1. Now for the same n the two numbers 6n±1 differ by 2, but for m = n, 6m ± 1 and 6n ± 1 differ by more than 2.
Since we want to study twin primes and those are of the form 6n ± 1, we sift the set of such numbers. For the sake of convenience we call the two numbers 6n ± 1, for any positive integer n, twins of each other, regardless of whether they are primes or not.
For any prime p ≥ 5, let L p denote the set of all positive integers of the form 6n ± 1 obtained by sifting out those with prime factors less than p together with their twins.
We construct these sets successively as follows. First, L 5 = {6n ± 1|n ∈ N} , because this is the set of all positive numbers with prime factors ≥ 5. However, with an eye on the upcoming construction of L 7 , we write L 5 as a table T 5 of two columns and five rows (see Table 1 .), with the numbers 6n − 1 in the first column and the numbers 6n + 1 in the second column for n = 1, . . . , 5, and consider the rest of L 5 as the numbers of this table +30k for k = 1, 2, . . . . Here 30 = 5#.
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To construct L 7 , we proceed as follows: In T 5 , we delete the multiples of 5, that is, 5 and 25 (shown in dark orange) and the twins of these multiples, that is, 7 and 23.(shown in light orange), and in L 5 we delete all the numbers in the residue classes of these four numbers mod 30. Notice that, apart from the number 5, among the deleted residue classes only those of 7 and 23 contain primes, and, except for 7, these are nontwin primes, because their twins are multiples of 5.
T 5 has 5 rows and 2 columns, and in each column we delete 2 numbers. So, we have 2 (5 − 2) = 6 undeleted numbers left. We write a table T 7 for L 7 (see Table 2 ) consisting of six columns headed by the six numbers that remained undeleted in L 5 , and seven rows that are obtained by continuing the residue classes mod 30 of the headers of the columns. L 7 is the set of the numbers of this table +210k for k = 1, 2, . . . . Here 210 = 7#.
To construct L 11 , we proceed similarly: In L 7 , we delete the multiples of 7 (shown in dark orange in T 7 ) and the twins of these multiples (shown in light orange), plus all the numbers in the residue classes of these twelve numbers mod 7# = mod 210. Thus the deleted numbers include all the nontwin primes that are twins of multiples of 7 and no other primes. T 7 has 7 rows and 6 columns, and, by the Chinese remainder theorem, in each column we have a multiple of 7 and a twin of a multiple of 7, which we delete. So, in T 7 we have 2 (5 − 2) (7 − 2) = 30 undeleted numbers left.
From the undeleted numbers in T 7 , we form the first row of T 11 , shown in Table 3 . Below this row we write 10 more rows by adding 210k for k = 1, 2, . . . , 10 to each header. T 11 is the first complete set of residues mod 11# = mod 2310 of L 11 .
We continue building L p for all successive primes in a similar fashion.
Lemma 2 For p > 3, every number q < p 2 − 2 in L p must be a twin prime, and every twin prime ≥ p is in L p .
Proof. Consider L p for some given p. Then p 2 is the smallest composite number with all factors ≥ p, and so no composite q < p 2 can be in L p . If q < p 2 − 2 is a nontwin prime > 3, then its twin is composite and < p 2 , hence q cannot be in L p .
So, if there are numbers in L p under p 2 − 2, then they must be twin primes.
Furthermore, if q is a twin prime ≥ p, then it is a member of L p . This is so, because in the construction of L p we have sifted out all multiples of the primes < p and their twins, but no twin prime ≥ p is one of those.
Thus, our construction provides a sieve for the twin primes analogous to the sieve of Eratosthenes, as illustrated in Tables 1-3 , which start with the twin primes between p and p 2 −2, for p = 5, 7, 11. We have no proof, however, that the construction will give twin primes for every p, no matter how large. We have proved only that if there are numbers between p and p 2 − 2 in L p , then they are the twin primes of that interval.
Based on the construction above, in the next two sections we shall estimate the number of twin primes in L p under p 2 − 2 in two ways. First, by counting the number of deletions in each step of the construction and computing the density of the undeleted numbers left that way.
The second way of counting the number of twin primes in L p under p 2 −2, is by counting the number of primes deleted under p 2 in the steps of the construction of L p and subtracting that from the total number π (p 2 ) of primes under p 2 .
2 Counting all deletions under p 2 .
In T 5 we delete 2 entries in each column, and so we keep 2 (5 − 2) = 6 entries out of 5# = 30 numbers. Hence the density of the undeleted numbers in T 5 is d 5 = 2 (5 − 2) /5# = 1/5. These numbers become the entries of T 7, and so d 5 is also the density of T 7 and of L 7 . In T 7 we delete 2 entries out of 7 in each column, and so the density of the undeleted numbers in T 7 becomes d 7 = (7 − 2) d 5 /7 = 2 (5 − 2) (7 − 2) /7# = 1/7, which is then also the density of T 11 and of L 11 . Continuing in this way, and writing p n for the nth prime, we obtain the density of T pn and L pn , for n = 3, 4, . . . as
This density is essentially the same 2 as the one on p. 372 in [HW] and has the same shortcoming, namely that it is the density of L pn over the huge interval [1, p n #] , but we need the density of L pn over the much shorter interval [p n , p 2 n ] , where it is the same as the density of the twin primes there. As detailed in [HW] , the corresponding ratio of the number of all primes relative to p n # in the short interval to that in the long interval is known to be about e γ /2, by Mertens' theorem. (Thm. 429, lc. Here γ is Euler's constant.) Thus it is conjectured there that for twin primes the corresponding correction factor should be (e γ /2) 2 . This amounts to assuming the statistical independence of the two numbers in a twin pair. (See [P] .)
We try to avoid this problem by counting just the primes deleted under p 2 n in the construction, since those are all nontwin primes. We do this in the next section. Unfortunately, however, we have no theory to determine the accuracy of our approximation. Empirically it turns out to be very good, though, and with a plausible correction factor, which has no square as the one in the first method, it becomes the same as the one above.
3 Counting deleted primes.
In L 5 there are 2 columns in the first period, and in each column there is one entry that is the twin of a multiple of 5, namely 23 in the first column and 7 in the second. Thus, the primes that we delete from L 5 are the primes under p 2 of the two residue classes 7 mod 30 and 23 mod 30 plus the single prime 5. According to Dirichlet's theorem on primes in arithmetic progressions (see e.g. [A] , p. 146), each residue class that is relatively prime to the modulus has an approximately equal share of the π (p 2 ) primes under p 2 , that is, about π (p 2 ) /ϕ (30) primes. Thus, for large p we delete
primes from L 5 under p 2 . This number is just an approximation, because the fraction is correct only over integer multiples of the period and Dirichlet's theorem is only asymptotically true. The same considerations apply to the estimates below as well.
Similarly, from L 7 under p 2 we delete about
primes, because L 7 has a period of 210, the first period has 2 (5 − 2) = 6 columns, and in each column we delete one multiple of 7 and one twin of such a multiple, which is prime to 210. (All entries of L 7 are prime to 2, 3, and 5, and the twin of a multiple of 7 in L 7 is prime also to 7, and so to 7#.) From L 11 we delete about
primes under p 2 . Similarly, for general p k < p, with k ≥ 4, the number of primes deleted from
Thus, if we sum these expressions over k, we get a telescoping sum and the total number of primes deleted under p 1901 1903 1907 1909 1919 1921 1931 1933 1949 1951 1961 1963 1991 1993 1997 1999 
